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Dear NJMCA Members,
We are fast approaching the AMCA 79th Annual Meeting in February 2013, which
will also be the centennial celebration of the NJMCA. Many preparations are underway
for this meeting and many more will follow as we near the meeting. This meeting will
be our celebration of 100 years of organized mosquito control, and it is our chance to
showcase all aspects of mosquito research, surveillance, and control. We would like to
take this opportunity to remind our membership of some of the activities that we have
been involved in so far and provide an opportunity for all members to get involved more
and offer their assistance and expertise.
Wing Beats will be dedicating an entire issue to New Jersey. Several manuscripts are
in preparation and many members are already involved with lending assistance in
writing. If anyone else has an interest in lending a hand with any of the topics below, or
if they have a suggestion for another article that would be of interest, please reach out to
the lead authors.
Proposed manuscripts are:
The Birth of Mosquito Control. Lead author Scott Crans.
Biography and History of Tommy Mulhern. Lead Randy Gaugler.
History and Uses of Bio-control in New Jersey. Lead Bob Kent.
Open Marsh Water Management. Lead Bill Reinert & Rich Candeletti.
New Jersey Light Traps and Adult Surveillance. Lead Lisa Read.
EEE and Vector Surveillance. Lead Heather Lomberk.
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Manuscripts to be considered for this issue
or a future issue are:
1. Ticks and Tick-borne Disease.
Lead Sean Healy.

In addition to the above submitted
symposia, many members will be giving
presentations or posters in various other
sessions. We would like to highly encourage
you to submit a presentation or poster of
your own during this meeting

2. Black Flies. Lead Tadhgh Rainey.
3. History and Biography of JB
Smith. Lead Kristin BartlettHealy.

Please get involved and showcase our
state and your individual programs. Many of
you do excellent work and you can share
your experiences and wisdom through a
presentation or a poster.

4. Mosquito Identification & Habitat
Recognition. Lead Scott Crans.

Last, but certainly not least, Eric
Williges has been compiling a list of volunteers that will be needed during the AMCA
national meeting. These volunteers will be
primarily responsible for audio/visual assistance during each session, but will also serve
as hosts, badge checkers prior to receptions,
and to lend a hand with various smaller
activities prior or during the meeting
(stuffing bags, folding handouts, etc.). These
volunteers will be provided a complimentary
registration during the entire meeting, which
is an excellent means to expose members of
your staff to a national meeting who may not
normally attend. If you or anyone you know
has an interest in volunteering, please reach
out to Eric as soon as possible.

Several symposiums have also been
submitted to the program chair of AMCA
for consideration during the 2013 meeting.
These suggested symposia will be decided
upon by AMCA’s program committee and
we are hopeful that they will all be accepted.
These include:
1. See The History, Be The Future
symposia suggested by Teresa
Duckworth and her collaborators.
2. History, Current, and Future of
EEE symposia suggested by
Heather Lomberk et al.
3. Ticks and Tick-Borne Diseases
symposia suggested by Sean Healy et al.
4. Aedes albopictus Area-wide Management suggested by Dina Fonseca et al.
Au-
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Many other things have also
been proposed for the national meeting,
and some have already been accepted
and others are being considered and
deliberated. The executive committee
will be meeting with AMCA in September to finalize a few others and
determine what to do thereafter. We
have made recommendations for the
memorial lecture, certain awards for
some very deserving individuals, and
sponsorship ideas for a luncheon and
other events. More concrete decisions
will be made in the coming months, but
if you have any ideas or suggestions of
your own, please let them be known.
Again, this is the first centennial
celebration of any organization in the
mosquito control industry; our history is
the global history of this business.
Please get involved and lend a hand.
Let’s make this a memorable meeting
for everyone.

Ary Farajollahi

FROM THE MOSQUITO ARCHIVES….
"An inspector cannot thoroughly cover
more than 480 acres in one day."
Miller, F. Proc. NJMEA 19:74. 1932.
FROM THE MOSQUITO ARCHIVES…..
What is the Record Catch for a New Jersey
Light Trap?
As reported by T.J. Headlee at the 28th Annual
Meeting of the N.J. Mosquito Extermination
Association (1941. Proc. N.J.M.E.A. 28: 712). Mr. O.W. Lafferty, Ex. Sec. Cape May
M.E.C. in 1940 constructed a very large trap
with various lights and an abundant supply of
dry ice that caught 18,000 mosquitoes in one
night; this was an all time high for N.J. as of
1941. However, Dr. L.A. Stearns and colleagues from Delaware reported that on Sept.
10, 1940 at Fenwick Island, a trap at 100 feet
collected 13,555 females in one night, while
that same night a trap at ground level (normal
height) collected approximately 250,000 females (1941. Proc. N.J.M.E.A. 28: 40-52).
This record was associated with “an enormous
flight of mosquitoes”.
D.J. Sutherland
Note: Before his death Dr Donald Sutherland
provided excerpts from old NJMCA Proceedings that he felt were noteworthy of sharing
with the mosquito community.
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NJMCA Program Committee
See the history, be the future. The New Jersey Mosquito Control Association Program Committee was
charged this year with assembling a historically rich
symposium to present at the 2013 AMCA meeting.
We have lined up an excellent group of speakers with
topics ranging from open marsh water management to
fish to mosquitocides and a few surprises mixed in.
We have high hopes that this symposium will be approved by the AMCA, so be sure to add it to your
agenda and help New Jersey celebrate 100 years in
mosquito control. Our speakers promise to bring it
from the past to the future, with a little something for
everyone.
Teresa Duckworth
NJMCA Program Chair

Additional Note
Anyone interested in presenting a paper in Atlantic
City at the joint AMCA/NJMCA meeting can do so by
submitting the abstract for consideration directly to the
AMCA.
Visit www.mosquito.org then click on the Meetings /
Events button at the top. Then click the abstracts button under the Program heading on the left side of the
screen then follow the instructions. The deadline for
submission of abstracts is October 8, 2012.
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CENTER FOR VECTOR BIOLOGY ACTIVITY
Research activities are in full swing here at Headlee labs with numerous projects ongoing and more funding proposals for new projects pending. Current research spans the range from basic core research in the Gaugler biocontrol and Fonseca evolutionary biology labs to applied field studies undertaken in the ATM project and others
partnering with mosquito abatement districts across the country. Mark Robson continues his county site visits
getting the “on the front lines” perspective of how the university might make a better partner addressing emerging needs within the mosquito control community. All within the academic community, here at the center, are
preparing for the national mosquito control meetings which New Jersey will host next February along with the
NJMCA 100th year anniversary. Busy times!
CVB Training activities:
Programs offered and or on the docket.

Members attended the chainsaw safety training in northern NJ.
CVB hosted the AMCA webinar featuring the use of twitter in local mosquito control programs.
Our fourth two day short course on insecticide resistance management in mosquito control
was successfully delivered in Hunterdon County, hosted by the Division Health.
Media & spokesperson training will be given on August 29th for those who wish some practice managing your message during a crisis.
Pesticide applicator re-certification training classes are planned for September 28th and
October 18th for those in need of credits or planning ahead.
Next county biologist working group meeting is scheduled for October 25th here at Headlee
labs including a session on probit analysis.
Mosquito biology will be offered next year starting January 24th 2013 here at Headlee labs.
Our planned September short course offering on how to develop effective presentations has
been canceled. Professor Gaugler is however open to work with individuals planning to
present at the upcoming national meetings on an informal basis. Should there be additional
interest in having presentations critiqued please contact Scott Crans. The sooner you reach
out the better as we are all going to be extremely busy come January.
Contact Scott Crans with any questions regarding training activities. All of the outreach
activities are posted to our web page http://www.rci.rutgers.edu/~vbcenter/classes.php
and as always we remain open to ideas stakeholders wish to bring forward. Such as, what
time of the day might be best to hold specific courses, topics of interest to explore for the
mosquito control community and when in the calendar year is best to schedule training
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Scott Crans and Jack Petersen reviewing data generated by class participants during the insecticide resistance
management in mosquito control IV workshop, July 2012.
International activities:
International collaboration is an important part of what we do and valued at the university (Global Reach). The contacts made and experiences gained translate easily to better teaching, improved world perspective, excellent recruiting opportunities and potential to share knowledge across cultures. CVB members have been active in this
area over the summer months attending meetings, presenting talks and leading workshops in Thailand, China and
Canada since the last newsletter, see photos below. Additional trips are planned to Egypt for the Fall and Winter
months.
Mark Robson recently returned from Thailand wrapping up a multi-year project investigating pesticide exposure
science use in a developing country. This work was supported by the Thai Fogarty ITREOH Center and National
Institutes of Health. Those who have attended Mark’s recent outreach presentations have seen the conditions
workers in developing countries face.
The Fonseca lab presented papers at the 1st Joint Congress on Evolutionary Biology in Ottawa on:

A model system for the evolution of invasiveness
Transposon-free insertions for insect genetic engineering
A temperate mosquito on a tropical island: The introduction of Aedes japonicus into Hawaii
This Congress brought together five of the world’s largest academic societies devoted to the study of ecology and
evolutionary biology: the American Society of Naturalists (ASN), the Canadian Society for Ecology and Evolution
(CSEE) the European Society for Evolutionary Biology (ESEB), the Society for the Study of Evolution (SSE), and
the Society of Systematic Biologists (SSB).
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In early July Prof. Dina Fonseca and two PhD
students, Andrea Egizi and
George Condon, drove up
and made presentations at
the 1st Joint Evolution meetings in Ottawa, Canada

I
The Gaugler lab continues to excel in international collaboration, taking best advantage of teaching opportunities
as a Distinguished Lecturer in Entomology while recruiting top rate students supported on competitive international fellowships to study here in the US. Li Min mentioned in the last newsletter is the most recent graduate
student of Professor Randy Gaugler, working on her Ph.D on mosquito parasites in the centers bio-control laboratory.

Prof. Gaugler and Dr.
Wang from CVB confer
with Chinese Academy of
Sciences colleagues on
insect pathogen in vitro
production research.
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Prof.

Gaugler teaching graduate students at the Chinese Academy of Sciences in Harbin, China. Gaugler recently lectured and consulted for two months in China under a competitive fellowship awarded by the Chinese Academy of
Sciences.
Our most recent publications can be viewed @ http://vectorbio.rutgers.edu/publications.php
--Scott C. Crans
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